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BRITISH CINEMA AS PERFORMANCE ART:




For some time I have been concerned that it is not enough to write about historic films from seeing them on video, or even in the context of screenings under contemporary cinema conditions. They were made for a different kind of cinema, whose practices are only just being rescued from historical oblivion by today’s oral historians​[1]​.  This article tries to sets out the case for cinema as a performance rather than a textual art: for an integration between the examination of film texts and the mode of their performance. It takes the classic period of mass sound cinema in Britain (the 1930s and 1940s) and argues that, throughout the period, an extensive work of preparing the audience for feature films took place within the performance space of the cinema itself. This contrasts with the modern cinema, where this work of  ‘getting the audience in the mood’ takes place elsewhere than in cinema. It then examines one film, Radio Parade of 1935 (Arthur Woods, 1934) as an example of a film that was able to use this performative relationship with the audience as the basis for its own textual construction. Seen in this context, the film becomes an invaluable record of popular entertainment and of popular views of radio and television.

Cinema management as risk management 
Films have a spurious solidity. Cans of celluloid or videotapes seem to give them an existence as objects, but they exist as texts only through their projection for audiences. They are realised through performance, but the nature of their performance is a fleeting moment, a transient set of moods and emotions that exist within a temporary collectivity of individuals. Unlike film scholars, cinema managers have long known how volatile this audience can be. The cinema owners’ history of cinema dwells upon orange peel and juvenile delinquency, sexual activity, mechanical breakdowns and local advertising. Now scholars are beginning to re-evaluate these mundane considerations. Recent studies, both of audience statistics and oral history, have opened a way to understanding the importance of the cinema performance of films. Cinema is a performance art in the vital sense that films have always anticipated how they will be performed.

Cinema performance is always a risk. A group of individuals assemble; they are attracted by advertising, by habit, by desire for a particular kind of aesthetic experience, by simple lassitude, by the need to escape from home or to be together in the dark. They are individuals from diverse backgrounds, with different expectations of the movies and different levels of connoisseurship. Their histories are different and so are their moods. In her trail-blazing study of early American cinema performance, Miriam Hansen paints a picture of a constant struggle to weld together these diverse individuals into an audience in the polyglot cities of America at the beginning of the twentieth century.​[2]​ British exhibitors had similar problems. Audrey Field records an interview with Charles Brown, the manager of the Mile End Empire in 1918:

‘The Mile End Empire was a roughish sort of place… Some of the toughs in the audience there gave trouble to my usherettes, one of whom came to me in tears. “Out,” I said to the young fellow, and helped him to go. The only trouble was, some of his friends encouraged him to bring a case against me, which he won. It seems you must not use more force than is necessary, and you must not go on using force in the street…’​[3]​

Brown had to use an undue level of violence to expel unruly audience members. Most of the time, in Britain as in America, cinemas used more subtle strategies to create a common mood within the audience. Exhibitors used both architecture and ambience. As Denis Norden describes his time as a cinema manager just before the Second World War:recalls: 

‘Cinemas themselves were special. Nobody had central heating, so it was warm. … And it was opulent in the way nothing else in your life was. They were called ‘picture palaces’ for a very good reason. At the Empire Leicester Square, the toilets were truly lavish: “I dreamt I dwelt in marble halls” had real meaning. Before the cinema opened men were given cigars to puff, so that when you came into the foyer it had the smell of luxury.’​[4]​

Audiences in large cinemas were segregated by price into sub-groups, with the balcony costing more than the stalls. Subdued by the monumental architecture, relaxed by the comforts and secure in the sense of being in the company of ‘your own type’, the members of the audience were then treated to live entertainment shows. At Upton Park, a 2,100 seat supercinema that was one of the first British cinemas to convert to sound, the audience had 

‘the very best of the new talking films, […], Tommy Trinder, Naughton and Gold, an eight-piano show and an early variant of In Town Tonight which gave them glimpses of such famous personalities as Cloria, the famous model, and Alcock and Brown [the aviators]. For this, they paid between sixpence and two shillings.’​[5]​ 

Other kinds of hall offered competitions: in Rawenstall, Lancashire ‘the men were nearly all out of work. But somehow, the families still managed to come to the cinema. One reason was the prizes for lucky tickets – tea, sugar, packets of bacon and all kinds of groceries.’​[6]​ Other cinemas staged local talent shows and even bingo.

All this live entertainment activity did not just sell tickets; it also created an audience out of the disparate individuals. It was a warm-up for the main event of film projection. But, like the warm-up of a studio audience before the recording of a television show, it was highly necessary to create a community of response within the audience, and to eliminate interpersonal friction. The film alone could not be trusted to do this: hence the continuing pattern of live entertainment in both large and community cinemas well into the sound period. Live performers could interact with the audience, dealing with hecklers, allowing audience members to settle down and get things out of their system. Cinema in its classic, mass audience phase was a social activity, filling a wide range of needs and desires which are now dealt with by a wide range of social and entertainment institutions. Sometimes even live entertainers were challenged by what they encountered in the cinemas of the 1930s and 1940s:

‘At the Troxy, in Commercial Road, Stepney, they’d have American stars coming over. One big American came out to do his act and I saw him blanch, and then visibly pull himself together before proceeding. I went round afterwards and asked him what was the problem. He said “I’ve never seen anything like this”. It was an early show. He had to come on and be funny at 1.30 in the afternoon. And the whole front row was full of women who were breastfeeding their babies.’​[7]​

Nicholas Hiley has analysed data relating to the 1930s in which this multi-purpose cinema developed.​[8]​ By combining statistics relating to the changing size and nature of cinemas to audience attendance figures, he proposes a shift in the very nature of cinemagoing through the period as an explanation for the drop in cinema attendance through the 1920s. This levels off at the beginning of the depression in 1929 (so eliminating a simple economic explanation) and picks up again only in 1939. Hiley proposes that ‘we might be looking at the successive rise and decline of two separate forms of cinema, whose appeal was quite distinct, but whose audiences overlapped during the interwar period.’​[9]​ His first model of cinema is that of the small communal halls offering a cinema of attractions, which includes an element of live performance and the opportunity to be unruly in a controlled space. His second is that of the large supercinema constructed during the 1920s and then confirmed in their dominance by the advent of sound with a new form of cinematic performance. According to Hiley, 

‘the controllable frame replaced the uncontrollable auditorium as the true location of cinema, and the decline of the auditorium as the site for production of meaning was completed by the emphasis on dialogue in the new sound films. This not only imposed a discipline of prompt attendance and silent attention, but also reduced the need for the audience to flesh out the screened image with its own emotions.’​[10]​ 

Hiley’s argument is persuasive, but overstated. In particular, he draws two alarming bell-curves over the attendance figures to demonstrate this possibility: and thereby shows the flaw in his argument. For although it is an overdue contribution to argue that long-term shifts were occurring in the nature of cinema performance, it is an overstatement to posit two distinct forms of exhibition, one in full decline and the other struggling to ascendancy.​[11]​

Rather, as the cinema managers quoted above seem to indicate, the two forms of exhibition continued to exist side by side, sometimes in tension with each other, but more often providing mutual support. Even the ‘better class of patron’, as cinema managers were fond of calling them, were given forms of live entertainment as well as a reassuring sense of luxury in their halls. The successful performance of sound films just as much as that of silent films depended upon the ability of the cinema as an institution to create an audience out of the bunch of disparate individuals who happened to buy a ticket. Both the circumstances of the cinema and, as we shall see, the films themselves, played their part in doing this.

It is important to understand the nature of cinema as performance because the circumstances of performance have changed and evolved to an even greater extent than even Hiley proposes, if we take a longer time perspective. By the 1990s, cinema performance had changed to such an extent that many films made for cinema performance in the 1930s and 1940s had become difficult if not impossible to understand. The cinema of the separately ticketed shows, of the lack of any supporting programme, of the multiplex and marketing of individual titles is far removed from Denis Norden’s supercinema of the 1940s where ‘people came anticipating a double feature. They’d ring me up and say “what’s the also?”. You had two films, the first feature and then the “also”.’​[12]​ Norden’s was still to a crucial extent a cinema of event, of attractions. Audiences went to the cinema rather than to see a particular film. Even a major film would be surrounded and led up to by a second feature and a panoply of shorts, advertisements and even live acts. These were crucial performative preparations for any classic narrative film text: they ‘got the audience into the mood’, as managers would put it.

The modern cinema Today, by contrast, the experience of going to the cinema is organised much more around the the cinema of film textuality of the film, where the film is the whole and entire purpose of the screening. Gone is the multi-part screening event of the 1930s and 1940s, where a series of entertainment events welded an audience together for the main feature. In contrast to the cinema of the 1930s and 1940s the surrounding apparatus of cinema performance is perfunctory: a few advertisements and trailers, the sale of popcorn and so on. HoweverOf course, the surrounding non-cinematic material, the hype preparing for the cinema performance of the film can be considerable, if not all-pervasive in the case of the modern blockbuster film. In this sense, some elements of modern film culture still conspire to produce a cinema of event. Crucially, however, this promotional activity takes place outside the cinema itself. In the modern cinema, tickets tend to be bought by individuals wanting to see a specific film, attracted by publicity of various kinds, from previews and listings to the front-of-house publicity material displayed in multiplexes. For the blockbuster, this process becomes one of both anticipating and extending the experience of the film. A whole raft of merchandising and prepublicity ensures that the film’s narrative images are spread as widelyspread as possible​[13]​. This extends as far as the idea of individuals paying simply to see the trailer for the Star Wars prequel of 1999 and not bothering to stay for the film it preceded, which is perhaps a new urban myth of film performance. At the other end of the process, so to speak, it encompasses there is the phenomenon of the TV spin-off series, repeating and permutating the blockbuster’s narrative elements.

In this context, it is important to understand the differences between these two forms of cinema performance. In the 1930s and 1940s, the cinema performance itself had to prepare and condition its audiences. It had There was relatively little in terms of popular cultureal activity to support its work, despite the existence of fan magazines and the pervasive habit of cinema attendance. Now, with cinema attendance less of a habitual practice, there are many more networks of publicity and anticipation for cinema performance to rely upon, the crucial one being television with its constant re-screening of films and references to cinema culture. Much of the work of getting the audience in the mood now takes place beyond the confines of the cinema performance itself.  WithAt the risk of overstatement, it is possible to say that in the classic mass cinema, audiences were formed by the cinema as performance event, with all its rituals of anticipation, placing and audience formation. In the modern cinema, audiences are formed beyond the cinema institution for the precise and preknown form of the performance of a text.

Modern cinema can be seen as a rite of passage for a narrative text, the means by which an audio-visual fiction gains the right to be called ‘a film’, giving it a claim to coherence and self-sufficiency, and a cultural standing that is not given available to the ‘made-for-TV’ fiction or the ‘straight-to-video’ film. Both these forms have a circumscribed circulation and a subordinate cultural role that confirms their disposability. The fiction that has gained a cinema release and has had some success in that market comes with an entirely different valuation. Garnished with extracts from the critics and an image that has circulated through advertising and editorial copy, picked out in TV listings, it claims its rightful place as a fiction to be watched with the attention that a cinema film requires. It promises to reward that attention with a degree of coherence and intensity that the ‘made-for-TV’ or ‘straight-to-video’ film provides only occasionally. Cinema release endows fictions with this cultural valuation in subsequent markets, even if, as often, the cinema release itself is not financially rewarding for the investors. Modern cinema performance is geared towards generating this validation for its products. There is the minimum of surrounding performance, and the maximum of veneration of the unique text in and for itself. This performance style has now become so ubiquitous that critics and students have to beware of reading it back onto films produced for the very different circumstances of the mass cinema that prevailed until the 1950s. Anyone who tries to understand the films of the 1930s and 1940s through the optics of the modern cinema, will misunderstand much of what made it vital as well as much of what made its texts what they are.

Film performance and film text in mass cinema
The contrast is not a simple duality, however. The modern type of cinema performance can be seen as the culmination of a tendency that is present from the beginnings of the feature film itself: the event of the ‘special presentation’ which established the possibility of a film being constructed as a self-contained text rather than an unfolding performance event negotiating with its audience.​[14]​ Indeed, it can be said that many films, especially in the era of mass cinema, participate to a greater or lesser degree in both models, which is why Hiley’s distinction between them is over-emphatic. In contemporary discussions, David Lean’s Brief Encounter (1945), became a kind of limit-case for the cinema performance culture of the day as the word spread that the preview audiences had ‘laughed it off the screen’ in Rochester, Kent, then a tough naval dockyard town. Nowadays the film is widely accepted as a perfect example of post-war British narrative film construction. In an analysis of its uneven commercial career, Lean identified a new sensibility in British cinema audiences as a result of the war:

British films have got themselves into their present position on what audiences call their ‘reality’. […] You will be wondering why, in the light of all this, Brief Encounter did not ‘go’ with this great new and enlightened British audience. I think the answer is that in this particular case we went too far; too far, that is, from a box-office point of view. We defied all the rules of box-office success. There were no big-star names. There was an unhappy ending to the main love-story. The film was played in unglamorous surroundings. And the three leading characters were approaching middle-age. A few years ago this would have been box-office disaster, but this wasn’t the case with Brief Encounter. The film did very well in this country in what are known as ‘the better-class halls’.​[15]​ 

This assertion links to Lean’s earlier characterisation of the behaviour of the average cinema-goers, Bill and Mary ‘sitting in the back row of the stalls. Main titles and first sequence – general settling down and lighting of cigarettes. Introduction of female star – Mary makes a comment on her general appearance and her clothes in particular…’​[16]​ The account continues in this vein, using a crude model of identification: ‘The screen Bill is speaking for the real Bill and putting things rather better than the real Bill, and to the accompaniment of a vast orchestra. They kiss. Fade out. So do Bill and Mary…’​[17]​ Lean then draws the conclusion towards which his stereotype has been moving:

‘Long after Bill has married Mary, they might be interested in seeing the story of “a respectable British matron”. But then they don’t go to cinema so often. They have their own home, and don’t have to escape from Mum and Dad; and besides, there’s that other film up the road with Betty Grable, Tyrone Power, four bands and Technicolor. And life is very drab. I see their point.’​[18]​

Tangled up in the rhetoric of class and the easy category of escapism is an important statement from Lean. Brief Encounter did not suit the performance conditions predominant in British cinemas of the 1940s. It is a self-contained text whose very perfection of construction, even its classicism, puts it at the extreme edge of what was possible within those performance conditions.  

If Brief Encounter is a limit-text for the cinema performance habits of the period, what then constitutes the predominant style? Here we encounter all the hesitations and the sense of inadequacy that have bedevilled both British filmmaking and, until recently, the study of it as well. For those films that reach out the most to their audiences, which anticipate the conditions of their performance the most, are those deemed tothat have the least cultural value. However, British cinema cannot be understood without constant reference to its status as performance. The most extreme example of the cinema of performance in this sense is the style exemplified by the Carry On series, films which are uneven, loose or non-existent in their narratives, dependent on the mise-en-scène of particular, isolated sequences which are paced specifically to create and deliver a sense of audience communality. They depend upon stars, and on a ‘common knowledge’ circulating between audience and filmmakers. The Carry On series had other characteristics, too, not least a miserly attitude to budget. But wWhether the budget was large or small, such films have are accorded lesser status as cultural objects simply because they depend much more explicitly on their performance within a particular cinematic institution. However, they Such films form a large part of the films listed in Denis Gifford’s catalogue, films whose ephemeral existence has condemned them to oblivion: critical oblivion in almost all cases, and physical oblivion for a substantial number. Seen without a sense of their performative context, whether judged by the standards of  the ‘classic narrative film’ or those of modern cinema, they appear to be poor things indeed, narratively unsophisticated, even incomplete and incoherent.  By contrast, the textual classicism of a film like Brief Encounter retains both its critical and its market value in the differing performance conditions of modern cinema. There has been a shift in the balance of film performance Mainstream cinema today tends more towards the classicism of Brief Encounter and away from the performative mode of films like the Carry On series. Such films continue in the fringes of cinema, seeing occasional successes (particularly when lampooning cinema conventions as with the work of the Brothers Zucker and Farrelly), but their characteristics can be found much more readily in the popular genres of television. The coming of television did not simply reduce the scale of cinema-going, it seems; it altered the relationship between cinema audiences and film performance in ways that we are only just beginning to understand.

Radio Parade of 1935: a compendium of the performative
There were many ways that the British film of the 1930s and 1940s could emphasise and exploit its performative aspects. Andrew Higson has examined many of them in his enlightening comparison between Sing As We Go (Basil Dean, 1934) and Evergreen (Victor Saville, 1934).​[19]​ A third film released in 1934, Radio Parade of 1935 (Arthur Woods),​[20]​ offers a compendium of the available techniques, because it is explicitly contemporary in its address. It concerns the problems of a radio broadcasting organisation, the National Broadcasting Group or NBG, in the grips of an overly bureaucratic management lead by the indolent tyrant William Garlon (Will Hay). Its output consists of arcane lectures, aetiolated classical music and dull middle of the road dance music. The ambitious complaints manager, Jimmy Clare (Clifford Mollison), manages to persuade Garland into an ambitious experiment involving the public televising of variety acts, and almost falls foul of a boycott by the sinister head of the Theatre Trust, Carl Graham (the egregious Alfred Drayton). Clare manages to fill his broadcast with the unrecognised talent found in the NBG’s  art deco headquarters which uncannily resemble the BBC’s new Broadcasting House, and television is well and truly launched by transmitting to crowds in London’s public spaces. The spectacular entertainments begin with Alberta Hunt’s soulful Black Shadows, then burst into colour with an elaborate music and dance piece, There’s No Excusin’ Susan.  

Radio Parade of 1935 is an extraordinary satire of the BBC, and a crucial piece of evidence for the degree to which it had become unpopular by 1934. The film assumes that its audience will respond favourably to the image of a top heavy bureaucracy staffed by such assistants to the Director General as ‘Sir Egbert Featherstone Haugh-Haugh’ and ‘Lt Commander Vere de Vere de Vere’ with bellies and whiskers to match; a commissionaire who spends most of the film keeping the anonymous inventor of television from entering the building; a complaints department that files everything and acknowledges nothing; and a Director General who never listens to the station but spends his time admiring pictures of himself. This was the year in which audiences for commercial broadcasting from the Europe-based English language Radio Normandie and Radio Luxembourg began to outstrip those for BBC Radio.​[21]​

Satire was a dangerous weapon in the attempt to weld together an audience, yet Radio Parade of 1935 manages to carry it off. In some ways, the film is even more ambitious in its contemporary references. It is a film a clef, with names echoing those of real life characters: Reith (‘wreath’) becomes Garlon (‘garland’), for instance. The transposition from ‘BBC’ to ‘NBG’ plays on the popular use of ‘NBG’ to mean ‘No Bloody Good’. The name Carl Graham of the Theatre Trust bears a linguistic resemblance to that of Charles Gulliver of the Entertainment Protection Association, which had in March 1927 banned their artistes from appearing on the BBC. They ‘launched a furious campaign against the BBC. [….] Abandoning their unqualified opposition to broadcasting as such, they demanded large block sums for the ‘use’ of their artists and threatened that they might seek to open a broadcasting station of their own.’​[22]​ Edward Black was the first to break ranks in October 1928 with fortnightly broadcasts from the London Palladium, a move ‘bitterly criticised by the Variety Artists’ Federation’ who accused the BBC in writing of ‘“giving their talents away”.’​[23]​ The boycott was a formative event in the history of BBC radio entertainment, just a few years before Radio Parade of 1935.​[24]​

Radio Parade of 1935 may be a topical satire of the BBC, but it still depends upon the BBC for its very existence. As Rachael Low records, ‘in the spring of 1933, reflecting the news that there were 5 ½ million radio licences in the country, BIP began an annual series of Radio Parade films featuring many acts known through radio.’​[25]​ The opening credits list many of its artists under the generic heading of In Town Tonight which as virtually every audience member would have known was the title of the BBC’s most topical entertainment-based show. First broadcast on 18 November 1933, it ‘established itself as a popular favourite, bringing to the microphone at the same time each week a great medley of characters who either lived in or were visiting London. A sense of spontaneity was achieved…’​[26]​ It was the invention of the then Head of Variety, Eric Maschwitz, who is also credited by Briggs with the discovery of some of the acts appearing in Radio Parade of 1935, including the suggestive gibberish of Clapham and Dwyer; the aggressive and surreal Ronald Frankau, a forerunner of Spike Milligan; the impressionist Beryl Orde; and the obtuse ‘piano tuner’ Claude Dampier. 

Many of the other artists appearing in the film had also broadcast with the BBC, and as the commercial broadcasters were only just consolidating their position in the market, the BBC was the most likely route for the audience to have heard them. As most would recognise them by sound alone, a significant part of the novelty and appeal of the film is that it enabled its audiences to put faces to the voices. Although the predominant style of cross-talk comedy has fallen from favour nowadays, there is little doubt that this crucial process of recognition would have taken place. The acts are introduced cursorily, as though to confirm an audience’s guess at their identity rather than to provide it for them. All are listed in the opening titles, however, and this would have produced a pleasant sense of anticipation amongst a radio-oriented audience. The acts themselves show different levels of adaptation to the visual. Beryl Orde stands and delivers her vocal impressions with no attempt at the physical impersonation we expect of a performer like Rory Bremner. Ronald Frankau, however, is a visual revelation, handing his cigarette to an astonished Director-General, shaking the assembled assistants by the hand with the mocking establishment phrase ‘I was at Oxford you know’, before launching into a surreal song every bit as wild as his looks. Other acts could never have appeared on radio, even in the 1930s when radio in the USA had the ventriloquist Edgar Bergen as its number one star. Havers and Lee, the effects men, for instance, provide a heavily visual slapstick show.

The film connects in another way with its audience through its anticipation of television, which eventually began regular transmissions in 1936. Indeed, it could almost be construed as a lobby for television of a particular kind, one that could use cinemas themselves as television venues (the film was produced by British International Pictures which was part of the same group as that owned the ABC chain of cinemas). Publicity surrounding the coming of television – radio with pictures - had been a part of public imagination and visions of the future since Baird had displayed his early experiments in Selfridges’ Oxford Street store in 1925. The BBC’s first experimental broadcast, The Man with the Flower in His Mouth, coincided with the initial sale of Baird Televisors in 1930, though there were few takers. And in April 1934 the Prime Minister attended a demonstration of the Baird system at Film House in Wardour Street.​[27]​ The Selsdon Committee of Enquiry into television broadcasting was set up on 16 May 1934 and at one of the preparatory meetings between the Post Office and the BBC on 5 April, many matters were discussed including ‘the possible use of film television to serve a chain of cinemas’.​[28]​ This potential of the technology, only fitfully exploited in subsequent years, is the form energetically proposed by Radio Parade of 1935, which imagines television as an essentially communal viewing activity somewhere between the cinema and the public concert.

The television broadcast is the spectacle that completes the film. The final number is an experiment in Dufaycolour, a British process that accentuated greens, oranges and yellows at the expense of red saturation. There’s No Excusin’ Susan tops the opening dance spectacular Good Morning in its use of the massed geometric ranks approach of Busby Berkeley. These two spectacles probably helped the film on its American release (entitled Big Broadcast of 1935), but even they display a peculiarly British reticence. In the midst of the opening number, showing the disciplined staff of the NBG arriving for work, two lugubrious weather forecasters intrude with a verbal routine based on familiar complaints about the British weather. Even at its most international, the film remains defiantly local. 

Radio Parade of 1935 connects with its audience in a wide range of ways. It uses spectacular musical numbers and adds a sense of wonder at its comparative sophistication. It uses familiar acts but gives a fresh perspective to them, allowing them to be seen for the first time outside the music halls. Their direct address performative style is central to the film’s appeal to its audiences. The film also refers back to the specific and well-known historical event of the variety entertainers’ boycott of the BBC, and forward to the anticipated future of television. It actualises the audiences’ imaginings and desires around television, showing what it will be like. It offers a bitter satire of the BBC, based on a widespread feeling that the organisation was bureaucratic and out of touch with its audience. 

Some of these are matters of address, but most trade on and increase the stock of common knowledge, ‘the widely shared pool of information and perspectives from which people shape their conceptions of self, world and citizenship’.​[29]​ Common knowledge is common because repeatedly offered up for inspection and renewal, as it is in this film, rather than simply ‘repeated’. The diffuse sense of ‘something called television’ is dramatised and made concrete. Common knowledge is sustained in a dynamic process, working with the curiosity and sense of adventure of the population rather than just the dreariness associated with the idea of ‘the everyday’. Common knowledge also, crucially for this argument, involves a feeling of connectedness and togetherness. It rests upon a feeling of ‘yes we are together; yes we are who we are’, which spreads through the audience, creating a sense of communality. But it also addresses difficulties, like the theme of class conflict, which underlies the battle of, tastes that is the NBG and surfaces in Ronald Frankau’s routine amongst others. 

The ‘classic text’ and the performative
To examine Radio Parade of 1935 in the light of notions of performance and common knowledge develops the argument advanced by Andrew Higson in relation to Sing As We Go. Higson claims that the film ‘belongs to a performative genre rather than a strictly narrative genre’ and so ‘gains its strength from the tension between the linear forces of narrative (the forces that contain), and the non-linear pleasures of the gag, the song, the spectacle, the attraction (the forces which disrupt)’.​[30]​ This places the film alongside such Hollywood features as Flying Down to Rio (Thornton Freeland, 1933) according to Higson, amongst those ‘generically licensed spaces for the intrusion of non-classical devices’.​[31]​ Higson draws on Peter Krämer’s argument that ‘Classical Hollywood cinema always operated according to a double standard. Alongside the tight economic narrative feature films, the studios were also producing cartoons, comedy shorts, serials and so on – and, of course, very weakly narrativized and thereby classically aberrant, feature films’.​[32]​

By pleading for an increased attention to the performative aspect of cinema, I am arguing that it is misleading to propose an opposition between, on the one hand, those cartoons, shorts and so-called ‘classically aberrant features’, and on the other the classical text itself. ‘Abberant features’, like those of Radio Parade of 1935, should perhaps should be seen as the dominant features of cinema performance during the period of mass cinema-going. In any case, the relationship between the classical and the ‘abberant’, (or, rather, the performative) is a symbiotic one. The success of the classical narrative – the category that Brief Encounter very assertively claims for itself – depends upon the success of those more performative genres in generating an audience out of a group of people who have paid for tickets. If every film performance is a risk, then the performance of a film in the mould of the classic text is a riskier performance than most. So many so-called classic texts try to integrate performative elements of one kind or another.​[33]​ But in the end they relied for their enduring success on the formidable work of the cinema institution itself in securing an audience for them. The architecture, the staff, the mise-en-scène of the cinema hall, the supporting programme of live performances and shorts, and the constant work of performance-based films like Radio Parade of 1935 all developed the common knowledge of the audience, one element of which was how to behave at the pictures. 
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